
ECIO in Dublin: 

Interventional oncologists focus on shared 
knowledge and new techniques * 

“Immunotherapy and local treatment,” “More than just tumour destruction: immuno-

modulation via thermal ablation of cancer” and “Immunomodulation for cancer 

treatment: new kid on the block?” were a few of the headings of the seminars and 

talks given to nearly standing-room-only audiences during the European Conference 

of Interventional Oncology (ECIO) in Dublin, 17-20 April, which was attended by about 

1,300 people. One focus area was new and better imaging techniques (such as ultra-

sound and MRI) that are making it possible to treat various types of tumors with great 

precision and without surgery. This may involve ablation (destruction of the tumor) 

using various techniques such as RFA, cryotherapy, microwaves, or laser energy, but 

also administering drugs in higher doses directly into the tumor via catheter, thus 

reducing any damage to surrounding tissue.  The impression of the results presented 

in the field of immunotherapy was that this is still a novel area, which also applies to 

immunomodulation via thermal ablation. The takeaway for CLS was that our clinical 

studies and our ability to replicate the results of earlier research are still important.

About 1,300 people attended ECIO in Dublin.
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CLS participated in two hands-on workshops on image-guided tumor ablation. The subject on April 17 was treatment of 

prostate cancer, while the April 18 session was devoted to lung cancer. The overall aim of the hands-on workshops at ECIO is 

for various key players to share knowledge and scientific findings in various medical fields, in an educational format, in order 

to foster the exchange of information that can lead to future collaboration.

 

CLS Product Specialist Cristina Pantaleone and CCO Dan Mogren, who demonstrated the TRANBERG system, remarked

on the workshops:

 -  This was a good complement to our stand in the exhibition section. We had the opportunity here to show the equip-

  ment in practice by “treating” a piece of turkey meat. We explained what happens in the tissue by showing what we  can

  achieve depending upon output. This corresponds to conventional ablation. In addition, we showed pictures of in vivo

  treatments – imILT – because naturally we cannot achieve an immune response in a workshop set-up,” says Pantaleone.

Mogren concludes:  

 - These were our first hands-on workshops and an opportunity  to provide a full demonstration, in this context,  of how

  the equipment works. We were able to have a laser operating and show the effect on tissue, which cannot be done in

  the exhibition setting. The sessions began with a presentation by an expert panel of the methods to be demonstrated, 

  after which the group went into the workshop. There was considerable interest, with many attendees asking very good

  questions, and we made quite a few new contacts. There was generally a great deal of talk about immunostimulation

  and immunotherapy at the conference, which gave us a boost, and I am convinced that CLS has a place in this market.”

*Interventional oncology involves using imaging-based techniques to perform therapeutic procedures with less trauma and less risk of 
complications and comparable or better outcomes than conventional therapies and surgery in particular. 

CLS participates at Aktiedagen in Gothenburg, 18 May

We hope many people with an interest in CLS will make their way to the Swedish Exhibition & Congress Centre (Svenska 

Mässan) for the Swedish Shareholders’ Association event Aktiedagen, where CEO Lars-Erik Eriksson will give a presentation 

of the company at 10 o’clock.

http://www.aktiespararna.se/aktiviteter/Evenemang-2016/AktiedagenGoteborg/

CLS’s study program progressing largely as planned

CLS’s efforts with its clinical studies continue. The company’s study program, which includes studies in malignant melanoma 

(Karolinska University Hospital), prostate cancer (Skåne University Hospital), and solid tumors in various organs (JW Goethe 

University Hospital) is ongoing. 

CLS VP Clinical Operations Stefan Åstrom reports the status of the study program:

 - The program is progressing largely as planned and I see no reason to change the overall schedule. Two patients, out of

  five planned, have been treated at KUS in Stockholm and two at JWG in Frankfurt. As to the prostate cancer study at 

  SUS in Malmö, it has been difficult to gain access to physician resources because the urology department at the hos-

  pital is under tremendous pressure. Everything is ready to go, but the doctors simply must put priority on day-to-day

  patient care. We are now investigating whether we, in consultation with SUS, can find a solution whereby we can still 

  achieve CLS’s goal of gathering data from a prostate study within about twelve months.

http://www.aktiespararna.se/aktiviteter/Evenemang-2016/AktiedagenGoteborg/

